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Overview
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The Vietnam section of this

Mapping Flooding Extent
While the annual flooding of the
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What is climate change vulnerability?
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tivity is tied to poverty, lack of access to resources or social

Indicators

Exposure
flo Percent of district area flooded during Oct 2002
slr Percent of district covered by 2-3m SLR (weighted for 2m)

Most Vulnerable Districts
1. Moc Hoa
2. Go Cong Dong
3. Cau Ngang
4. Tri Ton
5. Thoai Son
Least Vulnerable Districts
6. Vinh Long Township
7. Chau Doc Township
8. Sa Dec Township
9. Soc Trang Township
10. Long My

Sensitivity
agr Percent of population over age 15 primarily employed in
min
den
can
pov

agriculture
Percent of population not ethnically Vietnamese or Chinese
Population density (people per sq km)
Km of irrigation canals (normalized per sq km)
Percent of population living below official poverty line

Adaptive Capacity
lit Percent of population over age 15 that is literate
gin Gini coefficient (measure of income inequality)
roa Km of highways and other paved roads (per sq km)

Building the Vulnerability Index
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the delta.
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